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Abstract
multi-inputmulti-output
on the controldesignof a noninteracting
This paperconcentrates
systemin a plasticatingextrusionprocess. With the input-outputinformation,the system
with no inconditions
underoperating
providesthe dynamics
of the extrusionprocess
identification
of what takesplaceinsidean extruder. The modelobtainedhas a strong
depthunderstanding
systemdesignis appliedsuchthal each
interaction
betweenprocessvariables.The noninteracting
input affectsone and only one output. The PI controllersare then designedseparatelyin orderto
of the
yield the desiredspecifications
in eachloop. The simulationresultsshowthe effectiveness
proposed
methodology.

zoneand forced into a forming die. Finally, it is
cooled to hold the shape. To form the precise
dimensions of the product, the process
variables, such as the flow rate and temperature
ofthe extrudate,needto be controlled.
Controlling process variables in the
extrusion processes is regarded as the
challenging multivariable control problem.
This is becauseuniquefeaturesofthe processes,
such as nonlinearities and heavy interaction of
variables, are presented in the proaesses.
Consequently,it is found that the conventional
PID controllers, which are widely used, are
difficult to tune and they may cause
instabilities.
To enhance the capability of the
conventional PID controllers, the proposed
methodology is applied to such a control
problem as follows. Modelling of physical
phenomenaaround the operating conditions can
first be handled by the system identification[3].
After obtaining the dynamic model, the
noninteractingcontrol design in the next section
will be implemented such that each input
influences one and only one output. Now, the
PID controllers can be
conventional

l. Introduction
The mostcommonplasticatingextrudersare
extrudersasshownin Fig L
single-screw

conveYing
ZOne

Melting
ZOne

PmPing
ZOne

Fig. I A schematic diagram of a plasticating
extruder. Three zones are illustrated: solid
conveying,melting,pumpingfl,2].
Plastic pellets are fed into the extruder
through a feed hopper.
From the solid
conveying zone, they are compressed in the
channelofthe screw and draggedforward to the
melting zone. Generated by friction between
the pellets and the barrel surface, heat causes
the pelletsto melt. The melt is pressurizedby
meansof a drag mechanismalong the pumping
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(5)

implemented in order to obtain the desired
specifications.
In this paper, the modelling part is not
omitted and more details can be seen in [3,4].
The design of a noninteracting system is
presented and applied to the plasticating
extrusion process in section 3. Finally the
conclusionis stated.

One set of noninteractingmatrices is
Fa = P-l
and

''nu'.'l
l
x o = P - ' lM
I

2. Noninteracting Control Design
In this section, the linear state feedback
control design[5] is implemented in a multiinput multi-output system in such a way that
eachinput affectsone and only one output.
Consider the time-invariant linear system
with an equalnumber rn of inputsand outputs:

b Ax+ Bu
l=Cx

(6)

lt,,Au*')
(7)
where P is defined by

I c''ld'a

I c"Au'B
P=l

l

(l)
(2)

M

lc,,Ad'B
(8)

where x is the n x I state vector, a is the
mxl
input vector, y is the nxloutput
v e c t o r , A , B a n d C a r e t h en x n , n x m a n d
m x n systemmatrices respectively.
To develop noninteracting system, let's
proposea statefeedbackcontrol law:

To avoid unacceptableperformanceof the
noninteractingsystem,one may design a state
feedbackmatrix K, which is usedto place the
eigenvaluesof the noninteracting system to
desiredlocations. This can be done by treating
the noninteracting system as the open-loop
s y s t e mi n E q . ( l \ a n d ( 2 ) w h e r e 1 = A - B K a .

(3)

u=-Kox+Fav

B=BFa and C=C.
The pole placement
method[6] is then applied in order to yield
specifiedclosed-looppoles.A block diagramof
a closed-loopsystemis shownin Fig 2.

where v is the new n x I input vector.
Therefore, the m x m sqrrare transfer matrix
betweeny and v forthe statefeedbackofEq.
(l), (2) and(3) is
v(s)
= G(s) = C[s1- A + BKd]-t BF,t
-tX
v(s)
(4)
Referringto Eq.(4), the noninteractingproblem
is that of determining matrices Ko and Fu so
that G is a diagonal and nonsingularmatrix.
Thus, let the lh row of Cbe c, anda setof m
integersbe given by

Fig. 2 The closed-loopsystemuses K, and Fo
to attain noninteraction and K, to achieve the
pole placement.
Thus, the closed-looptransfer matricqs of the
noninteractingsystembetweeny and I can be
written as

- l}
a, = ^in{jV,Aj B + o,j = 0,1,...,n
or
d,=fr-l

if c,ArB =0

f o r a l l/

+J
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=&"-)*tr*,r'I
ffi=J(")
(e)

0 5 0
0 0
0
fi= 0
0 0 5
0 0

In the next section, the noninteracting
systemdesign will be applied to the plasticating
extrusionprocessdevelopedby t7l.

(-- - l

3. Example
This example demonstratesthe regulating of
the flow rate ofthe coolant in the coolingjacket
u, and the speed of the driving motor il2 to
obtain the desired temperatureofthe extrudate
y, and the flow rate of extrudate y, whereas
the temperature of coolant is considered the
disturbanceof the system d. This interacting
process is described by the block diagram in
Fig. 3 and the values of parametersare listed in
the Appendix.

l

o

l

l

o

o l

L0 0.0867 0.0867 o.l414 0.1414_l

To illustrate the interactionsofthe variables,
the unit step signals of t, and u2 are inputted
to the processand the responsesof y, and y,
are shown in Fig. 4 (a) and 4(b) respectively. It
is noted that both inputs z, and u, can affect
not only y, but also y, .
(a)Responses
by unitstepinput14
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Fig. 4 The responsesy, and y, of the process
in two cases:(a) unit step input a, and (b) unit

Fig. 3 The block diagram of plasticating
extrusionprocess.

To design a noninteracting system, Let all
the statesbe measurable. Referring to Eq. (5)(8), noninteracting matrices d and Ko are
determinedas:

-05
0
0
0
[
-0.1265 0
0
12ffi
-0.1238
L 0

20

step input z,

According to the gain and the transfer
function blocks in Fig. 3, the state
representationof the process without dynamic
disturbance can be expressedby Eq. I and 2
where the systemmatrices are

A = l0
l 0

t0

0
0
0.m46 0.m46
0.m8
0
0 0 - 0 5
t4lL4 tAn4 0.0950-05717

-o.ooo5l
l-nstz ontn o.un -o.om5
I

K = t
"a-[o.3t5r

'Fd =

t

02671\wt

-0.0804-0.11381

lo.ttsz - o.o2s3l
|
L

0

I

t.4t44 l
J

To yield acceptable dynamics of a
noninteracting system, let's propose the state
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feedback Ko is specified such that the closed

0.

Ir

loop poles of the system are located at
s = -0.6,-0.7,-0.8,-0.9,-2.1 . Hence,the gain
matrix K o can be obtained as

0.25

v"

ltsqrc r.6482r.3870o.o32ooo4z4l
Ko=
fo.olzt o.t27ts.626s0.t777o:77i)

"^0.
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these matrices obtained, the
With
performance of noninteracting system design
are shown in Fig 5. It is clearly seenthat input
z, affects only output y, in Fig 5(a) while

Fig . 6 The response y, and y, due to unitstepdisturbance d
Now, the PI control law is used to
minimize the difference between the actual
outputs(yr, /z) and the referenceinputs (y,,,

input z, affects only ogtput y, in Fig 5(b)
(a) Responsesofunit step input r.,

./'z ) when
disturbance d acts on the system or the new
referenceinputs may be required. The diagram
of PI controllersis illustratedin Fis. 7.
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Fig. 5 The perfomance of noninteracting
systemdesign for unit-stepinputs:(a) unit step
input a, and (b) unit step input u,

Fig. 6 showsthe undesiredeffect of unit-step
disturbanced which acts on the noninteracting
system. It is seen that the outputs y, and y,
deviate from the desired outputs (the zero
level).
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Fig. 7 The incorporation of PI controllers to
noninteractingsystem

From Fig. 7, the relation of the extrudate
temperature and the cooling flow rate is
included in a "cooling loop". Meanwhile, the
relation of the extrudateflow rate and the motor
speedis includedin a "flowing loop".
The proportionaland integralgainsoftwo PI
controllersfor each loop are used as 0.75 and
0.5 respectively. The performancesof the PI
controllerswhen the unit-step disturbanceacts
on the noninteracting system are illustrated in
Fig. 8 and when the unit-step responsesare
requiredin Fig. 9.
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From the simulation results in the section 3,
the noninteracting system, which is designed,
performs well. Obviously, it can be seen from
Fig. 4 that both outputs /r and yrof the
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extrusion processare affected by the inputs zt
and u, without the decoupling. On the other
hand, when the process is decoupled,only one
input can influence only one output. This is
shown in Fig. 5. The PI Controllers are
separatelydesignedin each loop. In Fig. 8, the
controllerscan maintain the actual outputsat the
referencepoints when the disturbancesignal is
injected to the system. Additionally, they can
drive two outputs to reach the new reference
points at the steadystatein Fig 9.

50

Fig. 8 The performance of PI controllers are
demonstratedwhen the unit-step disturbance d
actson the system.

(a) unit-stepresponse
/l ofthp noninterastingsystem

5. Appendix

f

The parametersof plasticatingextrusion
processin Fig. 3 arelistedasfollows:
K '. = l

lb_
rn-nr
hr-F

=203
K^
-

lD.

K a= 0 ' 5
K^=10 ft-lbr
Kz = 0'1414

fime(sec)

Fig. 9 The performance of PI controllers are
demonstrated when the reference inputs are
required: (a) unit-step !,t md (b) unit-step

Kr = 0'2551

lrz'

Ks = 57.57

4. Conclusion

Ko =ll5'99

With system identification techniques, one
can obtain suitable linear model structures,
which describe the nonlinearity of interacting
extrusion processesunder operating conditions.
The noninteractingt control design presented
here is applied in order that uncoupling can be
achieved. A change in one reference input
affects only one output. Consequently,typical
PID controllers can be designedeasily due to an
absenceof interaction.

hr-F
lb,
in- lb, - hr

Kt =0'0175
Kt = 0'0867
t, =2 sec
4 = 7.9 sec
Ta= 7.9 sec
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